
The Confidence Code for Girls
by Katty Kay and Claire Shipman
Middle school is full of changes and
uncertainties and it can seem like suddenly
all your confidence is gone. In this guide
written specifically for middle school girls,
Katty and Claire outline tools and tips for
finding and leveraging your confidence to be
your best you. Don't worry, though - it's not all
dry text - you'll find plenty of quizzes,
questions, and comic strips to keep you
engaged.

The Girl's Guide to Conquering
Middle School by Erica Catherman

and
The Manual to Middle School by
Jonathan Catherman
Find lots of advice on what to do (and
what not to do) in these alphabetized
guides for middle school written
specifically for girls (The Girl's Guide)
or boys (The Manual to Middle
School). Pick up these guide books if
you are looking for something from a
Christian author.
eBook only

Middle School: Safety Goggles Advised
by Jessica Speer
The middle school years are a weird time.
Using an interactive style that includes
choose-your-own endings, quizzes, and
advice from both real middle-schoolers and
experts, this book examines middle school like
it's a science experiment. Just don't forget
your safety goggles as you navigate this tricky
time!

Surviving Middle School
by Luke Reynolds
What do space gnomes and garlic bread have
to do with middle school? Find out in this
humorous and practical insider's view into
middle schoolers offered by a middle school
teacher.

The Worst-Case Scenario Survival
Handbook: Middle School
by David Borgenicht
Be prepared for anything after reading
this humorous guide for succeeding in
middle school. Find advice on everything
from balancing homework to navigating
social situations to dealing with
teachers.
eBook only

How to Do Homework Without Throwing Up by Trevor Romain
The Homework Squad's ADHD Guide to School Success by Joshua Shifrin
Big Fat Notebook: Complete Middle School Study Guides by Workman Publishing (series)

Study Hard For Success

Kid Confident #4: How to Navigate Middle
School
by Anna Pozzatti and Bonnie Massimino
Middle school can be a big change, but with
the right mindset and some great tips and
tools you can set yourself up for success.
Follow five tweens from Main Street Middle
School, each with unique strengths and
challenges, as they discover what strategies
for studying, learning, managing time, and
overcoming obstacles work best for them.
If you like this book, check out books 1 - 3 in
the Kid Confident series.

The Playbook: 52 Rules to Aim, Shoot,
and Score in This Game Called Life
by Kwame Alexander
Are you a fan of sports in general or
basketball in particular? Check out this
collection of inspiring stories and quotes
and thought-provoking life-lessons that
can steer you towards success not only
in middle school but for the rest of your
life.
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